
The most advanced  
L1 ever

 

L1 PRO32 
PORTABLE LINE ARRAY

For DJs, singer-songwriters, bands — and your audience — the  
L1 Pro32 delivers a truly superior experience. With the supreme 
clarity and output of a 32-driver articulated line array, the L1 
Pro32 offers 180-degree horizontal sound coverage, giving 
you an unrivaled portable PA system for medium-to-large-
sized venues and events like weddings, clubs, hotel ballrooms, 
festivals, and more.

The peak of portable PA



Provide a truly superior audio experience 
with the most advanced L1 ever.

180° horizontal coverage 
(overhead view)

Vertical coverage (side view) 

128 dB peak SPL* 
37 Hz bass*

*When paired with Sub2
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Built-in mixer

Connect various audio sources with 
two combo XLR-1/4" phantom-
powered inputs, 1/4" and 1/8" (3.5 
mm) aux input, plus Bluetooth® 
streaming — and access channel 
volume, tone, and reverb via 
illuminated controls, with ToneMatch 
presets and system EQ.

ToneMatch port

Add in even more instruments and 
other audio sources via dedicated 
ToneMatch port; one cable provides 
both power and digital audio 
between the system and a Bose T4S 
or T8S mixer (optional).

L1 Mix app

Take wireless control with the L1 
Mix app on your phone or tablet to 
adjust settings instantly, roam the 
room and fine-tune, and access the 
ToneMatch library of custom EQ 
presets.

Dimensions: (H × W × D): 213.50 × 34.50 × 55.00 cm (84.06 × 13.58 × 21.65 in)
Weight: 13.05 kg (28.78 lb)
In Box 1: L1 Pro32 mid-high arrays and power stand | SubMatch cable | Carry bags for arrays  
and power stand | AC power cord
In Box 2: Sub1 or Sub2 powered bass module | Slip cover | AC power cord 

SCAN FOR
MORE INFO

Uniform coverage — Straight line array, featuring 32 
articulated 2" neodymium drivers; 180-degree horizontal 
coverage with the most focused vertical coverage pattern 
and highest SPL over distance in an L1 ever — providing 
intricate sonic detail, clarity, and consistency, even off to  
the extreme sides in larger venues

Combine with the Bose Sub1 or Sub2 subwoofer via  
single-cable SubMatch connectivity for both power and 
audio. Sub1 is the more compact option; Sub2 plays lower 
and louder. 

Stack two Sub1 or Sub2 subwoofers for even more 
bass or unleash Cardioid Mode for focused, directional 
performance that negates rear-firing bass energy, steers 
the bass out front, and reduces feedback.

Sub1
40 Hz bass 

7" × 13" high-excursion  
RaceTrack driver

Sub2
37 Hz bass 

10" × 18" high-excursion  
neodymium RaceTrack driver

L1 Mix  
for Apple  

and Android


